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For the mystery of his love for us,
Our hopeful prayer for one more year
Of health and grace and peace.

IN YOUR FACE
December 11, 2000

Randolph L. Wadsworth, Jr.
Prelude

You will note a little later that, by an odd quirk
of chronology, my first cousins are all considerably
older than I am, enough so that from the time I was old
enough to call anybody anything, it was decreed on all
sides that I would address them as Aunt and Uncle,
leading in one case to the oxymoronic "Aunt Sis." This
went on till I was out of college and married.
Then it
was decreed on all sides to be called Aunt and Uncle by
an ostensible grown-up had become an embarrassment, and
that I should henceforth call all these persons by the
same names everyone else used.
That turned out to be
good preparation for being shoe - horned into the
Literary Club as a legacy.
Imagine it - thrown at age
thirty-five into the company of much older men I'd
always called Mayor This, or Mister That, or Doctor
Other and being expected, by immemorial custom, to say,
"Good morning, Murray," "Hi, Frank," "Hello, Ralph."
(In fact, I cheated with the last one. I'd called him
"Doctor Ralph" for years and simply went on doing so.)

I throw this out not because it has any particular
relevance, but to delay the revelation of my title's
significance, which contrary to another immemorial
custom, occurs no later than the very first sentence of
the paper that follows.
My college roommate still remembers his surprise
when my sister, letting him into the Fort Thomas house
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of our Unc~e .Arthur, introduced herself, said, "You
must be Phlllp," and promptly let him have it full in
the kisser with a wet washrag.
It was Thanksgiving
1957.
Invited to stand by me at the altar of matrimony
two days later, Phil had arrived just as forty-odd
relatives were engaging in a long-standing family
~radit~on .
Adults in black tie and long dresses, kids
In thelr Sunday best, we were happily pelting each
other with the dozen or more dampened wash clothes that
had only a few minutes before been handed around with
an elaborate show of secrecy, a charade that had fooled
no one but the bride to be, her parents, and her
brother.
Phil, ever quick on his feet, saw me across
the hall, remarked that the scene reminded him
uncomfortably of his basic training at Paris Island,
and entered at once into the spirit of the occasion by
stuffing what was now his washrag down the front of my
sister's gown.
Ten or fifteen minutes later - eleven
months' worth of scores ritually settled, the newcomers
properly scandalized - we were again a more-or-less
normal provincial bourgeois family enjoying a cup of
coffee after a formal holiday dinner.
The bride in this vignette, now my wife of forty three years, has long delighted in telling people that
her husband's family dress formally for dinner at
Thanksgiving and Christmas expressly in order to assail
each other with wet washrags.
This blatant
misrepresentation of motive proceeds about equally, I'd
say, from an innate irreverence and from her position
as Vice President of the U.R.R.
For the story of the U.R.R., we have to go back to
my great grandfather Sanders, who, still a British
subject but living in Newport, joined the Home Guard,
the better to protect his wife and children against the
possibility of marauding Rebels.
During a minor action
in Cynthiana against irregulars who turned out not to
be Morgan's Raiders, this hapless volunteer took a
Minie ball in the knee. Dragged into a nearby house by
Union Sympathizers - I was shown the very place as a
child - he was eventually moved to the military
hospital in Covington, where, unwilling to have his leg
taken off, he died of gangrene. His widow, left with
two children, married Harry Stegeman, owner of the Old
76 Distillery in Wilder, Kentucky, who had been best
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man at her first wedding. This un ion pr~ duced three
sons.
The Sanders daughter, Laura, ma:rled my
,
grandfather Wadsworth and bore five chlldren, whlle her
brother married and sired a daughter. These, , along
with a shoal of Stegemans in the next gen~ratlon,
produced a very considerable clan of COUS lns and halfcousins.
And then things grew complicated. A Wadsworth
married a Littleford. Some years later, a Stegeman
cousin married a Littleford of his generation.
Then, a
Ross married the sister of the Stegeman who had married
the Li ttleford, whereupon that Ross' brother married
the sister of the Littleford who had married the
Stegeman.
(Got that?)
So now we had Ross and Stegeman
and Wadsworth progeny who were related to half of Fort
Thomas and cousins to each other on both their mother's
and their father's sides.
In one anomalous case, a
member of my childhood gang in the 'forties was double
cousin to several of my cousins but no cousin at all to
me .
It was at this point - it must have been about
1947 - that one of the older Stegemans decided to throw
a Sunday afternoon party exclusively for direct
descendants of Great Grandmother Sanders/Stegeman.
Only blood relatives, mind:
those who had merely
married into the family found their spouses and
children inside, themselves left out in the cold. A
couple of wives, as spirited as they were disgruntled,
persuaded a significant number of the disenfranchised
to form a picket line in the street, carrying signs
proclaiming them the Un - Related Relatives, or U.R.R.,
and protesting the unfairness of the self-styled Family
with a capital "F."
The U.R.R., who, barring legal or final
separation, make up half the adult complement of the
clan in any g e neration, now have a regular
institutional role, the initiation of new f iances or
spouses. Over the last several years, these ceremonies
have occurred during the annual reunion that takes
place at our lodge in Canada, where these days more
than eighty of us keep alive a hab it that dates to
1905. Newcomers are treated to a little talk by either
the President or my wife, a sermonette that invariably
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outlines the difficulty of adjusting to people who
vacation with their relatives instead from them; who
feel that any year is a write-off that doesn't include
some time in our little corner of Muskoka ; who
periodically belabor each other with wet washrags; and
who in most other ways are about as hard to live with
as anyone else.
This is followed by the ritual
presentation of a tee shirt lettered with the U.R.R.
motto, at which point all the unrelated riff-raff
present make fools of themselves by leaping to their
feet to shout that same motto, their pathetic war cry:
"WE HAVE BLOOD, TOO." Such airs, as if anything
redeemed them from insignificance except their
marriage s to us!
More often than not, newcomers also find
themselves being introduced to a washrag fight at first
hand. And if there is one, it'll be a doozy, the issue
of blood having been brought to the fore.
So, yes we favor washrag fights, but this is not
to say we do~'t throw other things ~s time and place
may require, especially when we're In Cana~a.
I recall
one night when my live-in Un-Related Relatlve parlayed
a strawberry cheesecake into a chain reaction that left
un-smeared no one on the reservation over the age of
three. On another occasion, a youngster returning by
outboard from a cookout, seeking to douse a neighboring
boatload, tried to fill a large cooking pot over the
side at speed.
The next year, trolling in eighty feet
of wate r with a weedl ess spoon, another relative
brought up not a trout, but the truant pot. But the
mother of all our outdoor battles resulted when a gang
of twelve or so kids captured my wife, took her to
their fort on a nearby deserted island, and held her
for a ransom of chocolate bars.
Judging, correctly as
it turned out, that the victim would not have
countenanced our giving in, some dozen adults gathered
for an amphibious assault, led by a grandfather perched
on a rocking chair in the bow of an outboard scow that
swamped just as we hit the beach. When we stormed the
barricades to rescue my wife - tied to a tree and
crawling with ants - we were repulsed with a bushel of
beefsteak tomatoes that the grandfather had set aside
to share at a family picnic.
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Now, I'm assuming here that all your familie s have
traditions and that those traditions all serve similar
purposes.
It's obvious that rituals , customs ,
ceremonies - whatever we want to call them - promote
shared values and shared memories.
In our famil y there
has even been talk - right at the edge of
sentimentality and psychobabble - of bonding. Now that
we're no longer all in each other's faces all year in
Fort Thomas, our summer reunions bring cousins together
from as far afield as Goring-on-Thames and Hong Kong.
In the case of the generation now in or approaching
their thirLles, we have some twenty young persons who
know each other because from earliest childhood they
have spent part of their summer together and who have
parlayed that acquaintance into something far more
valuable than a mere sentimental attachmen t.
Sure,
they participate in each other's wedding, serve as
godparents to each other's baby's - all the normal
family things. Beyond this, though, and no less than
their relatives in earlier generations who live d more
in each others' presence, these cousins have turned
their connections to practical use: part of the Web
generation, they have explored a whole new dimension of
networking.
They share information, and shore each
other up, with a speed and convenience unknown to their
elders. Because their work takes them far afield, and
because they stay in such close touch, they arG able to
arrange casual meetings allover the map and with a
regularity that leaves the rest of us amazed: New
York,
Chicago, L.A., San Francisco, Eugene , Seattle ,
'
Wh 1stler, London - all these have seen satellite
reunions in the past few months.
Paradoxically, even
as w~ are spread more wide~y than before, we oeem to be
grow1ng together. World v11lage, here we come.
Now, I'm sure this general pattern is shared by
lots of families.
It's noL all that uncommon either
for families to have ritual mock battles, but'how doe~
a boringly typical Ohio Valley family end up chucking
d~mpene? face cloths as their projectile of choice?
I m rem1nded here of a friend who asked at the
boa~house of a~ Oxford college how they came to have a
rac1ng shell w1th a twenty-foot name along its side
"I dunno," she was told, "We've always had a James .
James t:rorrison Morrison Weatherby George Dupree." I
could Just say we've always had washrag fights.
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By way of a fuller answer, we might turn to two
letters my father wrote from France, the first in 1917
to a nephew, the second in 1918 to an uncle.
The 1917
letter, posted from Saumur , where its writer was
learning to ride a horse and direct a battery of
howitzers, is addressed to Master Teddy Wadsworth.
Sorry.
I need to linger a moment over that name.
Teddy's real name was Arthur. His father, also Arthur,
who had supported the Bull Moose Party in 1912, had
been called "Teddy" for awh; 1 e, hllt. he had shaken ; t
off after the election of Wilson.
Son Arthur,
naturally enough dubbed "Little Teddy," was too young
to resist and remained "Ted" for life.
Was it the times, their social background, a
quirk of our family alone? Maybe there was something
in the hilltop air of Fort Thomas. Whatever the
reasons, we seem to have experienced a virtual epidemic
of nicknames, many less obvious than Ted's in their
origins.
In the families of my father and his brother
alone we have had as well two Randolphs called "Duck,"
a Jack called "Scotch," another Jack called "Speed," a
Bernice who answers to "Pat," a Junoesque Jamee
incongruously labeled "Squirt," a Hugh known v~riously
as "Bus" or "Chick," and a Nancy some of us stl.ll call
"Felix" (although most now speak of her as "The Rev,"
after her calling).
In addition to these, the
constellation of more distant cousins that surrounded
me while growing up included such sobriquets as "Gyp,"
"Ogre," "Killer," and "Toad." The list of relative
known by their proper names is much the shorter.
But
to return to the letters.
The first wishes Teddy, aged six, a merry
Christmas and assures him that Santa Claus comes even
to soldier boys in France.
Their Uncle Duck sends best
wishes as well to Jack, aged four, and Sister Bernice,
then only a few months old.
The second letter is dated
July 2, 1918, which puts it after the slaughter at
Cantigny and shortly before the pivotal battle of
Soissons.
In it, Father assures his Uncle Albert
Stegeman that once the A.E.F. gets rolling they surely
will lick the Kaiser. He continues.
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You speak of my lette rs as being chee rful Lhey merely reflect the sp irit that prevails among
us. One needs to be on the front only a short
time to realize that there's just one way to fight
- to make a game of it. We joke about everyt hing
from gas to shrapnel - and if you mis s sleep for
three or four days, well, that's just an extrainning game.
In October of 1918, during the Battle of the
Argonne, the accident of his assignment gave Father the
honor of ordering the first shot of what remains the
greatest bombardment of its kind in recorded history.
As commander of the first battery of the senior
artillery regiment of the First Division , he was
invited, in the words of his general, to "open the
ball."
After a stint in the Army of occupation, Father
turned down the Regular Army and returned in 1919 to
the family home across from the Army Post in Fort
Thomas. He would surely have moved to his own bachelor
digs in short order, but for the death of his mother,
after which he decided to remain on South Fort Thomas
Avenue to keep his father company.
Now, you need to understand here that my father,
doted on by parents and siblings alike, had all his
life enjoyed a privilege as the youngest of five.
He
was still an impish stripling of thirteen when his
oldest brother, Arthur, was married at twenty - three to
Bernice Littleford.
So it happened, as the Arth
Wadsworth family grew, that father became for the
children the Designated Hell-raiser, during whose
visits nearly all the normal rules of deportment were
suspended. He was well embarked on that career by the
time he wrote Ted from France, but it was only in the
'twenties that things grew serious.
It became customary for Father and Grandfather to
take Sunday dinner with the Arthur Wadsworth and their
young family.
It was there that the washrag fight
originated, turning the letter to Uncle Albert on its
head and transforming what had originated as a game of
Fox and Geese into a form of warfare . Cornered in a
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washroom by three kids bent on some form or other of
mayhem, Father fought them off with what fell to hand.
In short order, no Sunday visit was complete until
every bathroom had been raided for ammunition and a
glorious battle had raged allover the house, enlisting
the participation of all hands, even Grandfather.
In the collective memory of the family, there are
two high points of these early combats.
One Sunday,
Uncle Arth decided to add interest to the fray by
playing at Morse code with the electric power supply,
affording the troops intervals of darkness in which to
effect escapes or marshal for surprise attacks.
Variations on this caper became a regular feature of
later battles.
Still, the survivors agree that the absolute
pinnacle of the Ur-washrag fights occurred with another
innovation, although there remains a controversy over
whose contribution it actually was.
When I was about
ten, I was told the story this way.
My father, bottled
up in an upstairs bathroom and cowering in the tub,
suddenly turned on his assailants with a shower hose,
proclaiming it to be a machine gun. But when I
mentioned this episode to one of my cousins not long
ago, he recalled that it was his mother, my Aunt
Bernice, who came up with that dodge and that my father
was merely the first to be drenched.
Both versions
agree, however, that the local Geneva convention
outlawed machine guns in future engagements.
Once the Arthur Wadsworth nest had emptied, the
washrag fight fell into abeyance until after the Second
World War, when, with a new crop of children to
entertain, Father and Uncle Arth decided to revive the
tradition. An instant hit with children of all ages,
it survives to this day, not only at my Sister's
Christmas dinner for family in the Cincinnati area, but
at sites allover the country, where our relatives have
settled.
Th~ next generation included so many kids - the
grandchlldren of Arthur, my father, and their sister
Margaret - that the renewed struggles became much
grander than the originals, albeit limited largely to
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charge of local preparations since about 1 9 50.
The signal innovation of the post-war r evival was
the brain child of my mother, who decided ,t o pre~ent
all the children under about age twelve wl t h c~r~stmas
balls, the kind with a dollar bill ~nd a ra~tl~ng t~y
wrapped in a seemingly endless ~ne-lnch strlp of crepe
paper. Following the Law of un~nten~ed Consequences,
it took the kids no time at all to d~scover two
miraculous properties of the resulting st re amers.
They
could be hung from the substantial ~alcony b~nister at
either party site to make a decorat~ve, part l - colored
waterfall; and, even better, any sodden missile
launched through that Niagara would likely end its
journey as a long-tailed comet.
The washrag fight, like any family tradition, can
be said to promote cohesion.
If "cathartic ll might be a
stretch, it is nevertheless at least mildly therapeutic
in the letting off of steam - not only for children
grown restless at a formal party, but for anyone with a
minor grudge to settle.
Parents and children go at it
with no little vehemence, not to mention siblings or
spouses. And I've more than once heard this sort of
thing accompany a shot:
IIThat's for blowing your serve
when we had the family tournament in the bag. II Or
"You'd never have won that swimming race if you'd only
jumped the gun or 'set' like the rest of us. 1I There
was one occasion, though, on which the stakes were
genuinely pretty high, but - fair warning - we're going
to approach it by a roundabout route.
I suspect that every family has a Designated
I know, in any case, that from before my
b~rth ~n the mid 'thirties till her death in the late
'~ixti~s, ours was my Aunt Bernice.
Alienation and
dlgestlon; travel by land, water, or air; too hot or
too cold for a particular activity; too soon before or
afte~ eating:
if it was there to be worried about, she
worrled for all of us. Whether many of us were
w~rrie~.
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g~thered togeth~r or scattered to our homes, whether by
dlrect observatlon or by the grapevine, if there was a
w~rry.to b 7 had, Aunt Bernice would sniff it out and
g~ve It vo~ce.
So thorough was she in this that she
almost, but not quite, became a family joke
I say
IINot quite ll because she was as fond of us a~ we of her
and also becaus~ she had ~n engaging way of poking fun
at her own worr~es that d~sarmed resistance to them.
It was also the case that others found it convenient to
use her concern as a cover for their own.
I cannot
recall how many times I heard one of my parents say
something like, IIYour Aunt Bernice thinks it's much too
rough for water skiing, and so do I." When this
happened, you were dead; for, as an English friend of
ours likes to say, lIyou can't fart against thunder."
Aunt Bernice had, besides, a lot of grit.
This
was nowhere more obvious than in her approach to golf.
When the subject came up at a recent family dinner, six
persons present who had played with her agreed that she
had an uncommonly just appreciation of her own skill
and invariably took from the course every bit that it
could yield to a player of her ability.
Golf also afforded Aunt Bernice a recurring change
to teach her husband. Whenever she took up her clubs which was pretty frequently during the many years of
their retirement for the entire summer to Canada Uncle Arth always said the same thing:
"Stupidest dam'
game I ever saw.
Knock a pill over a hill and then go
hunt for it.

I'm going fiching.

1I

If there wag an

audience, there would then ensue a reprise of a longrunning act in which the two sparred over the relative
merits of the two activities, after which Aunt Bernice
would stride from the cottage with a broad smile while
her husband, faithful to his part, would make a great
show of grumpiness.
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In this last routine, there is a hint of that
quality in Aunt Bernice that is most germane to this
account, a quality I could not begin to appreciate
until I became more or less an adult, say at about
thirty. Understand, please, that this woman was nearly
ten years older than my father, more than twenty years
older than my mother.
Her oldest grandson is only
three years my junior.
It's not surprising, then, that
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it took me some time to catch up to her , to appreciate
what my older relatives found her mo st engaging trait.
In appearance, especially in a formal gown, she
was a scaled down version of Groucho's outrageously
pompous straightwoman, Margaret Dumont:
the same
ramrod posture, the same expressive eyes and brows, the
same 'thirties hair style, even the same gowns.
On
Aunt Bernice, the hair and the gowns seemed never to go
out of style. No more did her favorite car, a 1937
Packard One-Twenty, complete with stylist side-mounted
spares, that she kept for more than twenty ye ars.
There was nevertheless nothing retrograde or pompous in
her attitude toward the family role accorded her by
advancing years. Her standing as our matriarch made
her willy-nilly our model of deportment and arbiter of
decorum; but, consistent with her belittling of her own
worrying, she loved on occasion to subvert the
expectation that she must necessarily exhibit a
stifling propriety.
I'll let one instance of this
behavior stand for the many I can recall.
One evening in Canada, when perhaps fifteen of us
were gathered in their cottage for a drink before
supper, she remarked to the group that Uncle Arthur
seemed in his corner to be deeply pre - occupied.
Marching over to him, she seized and held aloft - what
else but 0. Playboy centerfoJr'l . T.nnking at her husband
with a great show of indignation, she said,
"Arthur Wadsworth!

Whatever are you doing?"

Rolling his eyes, Uncle Arth simply said,
dream, can't I?"

"I can

This set - up out of the way and firmly in command
of the floor, Aunt Bernice announced that she had heard
a joke from my eldest niece, then in college.
During
the brief pause that followed, my niece covered her
mouth to hide a dropping jaw and raised her eyebrows
nearly to the hairline, implying rather more than mere
surprise.
In a moment, we understood why. Who expects
the ostensibly prim great-grandmother to come out with,
"What's big and red and throbs between your legs?"
Certainly none of us anticipated that. Aunt Bernice
knew it, and she times the pause to comic perfection,
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allowing everyone an opportunity to imagine the worst.
Then, with only the tiniest hint of a smile about the
eyes, she dropped the other shore:
"A Honda."
It was
a boffo performance.
It was not long after this that Aunt Bernice was
diagnosed with cancer. A mastectomy and the removal of
some lymph nodes scarcely seemed to slow her at all.
But a couple of years later, the news became bad
indeed.
My wife and I arrived home for Christmas to be
told by my mother that Aunt Bernice was not well.
Christmas dinner would take place at her house, as
scheduled, but Sister Bernice had decreed that there
would be no washrag fight.
And sure enough, within the
next few hours Sis herself, taking over as Designated
Worrier, called in person to extract a solemn promise
that I would forgo my accustomed role as Designated
Instigator.
I promised.

1

I

At Christmas dinner, there was Sis again, just
inside the door.
"Now, remember what we agreed. I've hidden all the
washrags.
There's nothing in the bathrooms but little
paper towels. And I'll be watching to be sure you
don't sneak anything in from your car."
I assured her once again of my good faith and went
down the hall to the den, where the men normally
stashed their coats.
While I was there, alone, Aunt
Bernice came i n.

"Now, Ducky," she said, with a great show of
stern-ness, "I'm sure you know Sis has decided there is
not to be a washrag fight."
"Yes, Aunt Bernice."
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"She has hidden all the washrags."
"Yes, she told me."
"Do you remember the room at the end of the attic
where we keep the old clothes you children used to play
with?"
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"Of course."
"Well, there's a closet right next d o or.
That's
where the washrags are.
I'm su re you wou l dn't think of
using them."
with a pat on my shoulder and a peck o n my cheek,
she glided back toward the front hal l and the next
guest.
I was dumbfounded.
Then I reflected. Aunt
Bernice had after all been present at the creation.
Some forty years before, not ten fee t from where I was
standing, her own brother - in-law had opened the washrag
ball, at which she had been dancing far longe r than I
had.
This had to be an invitation.

Even so, I was not sure what to dOj for Sis was
still hovering near the door and repeating her earnest
injunction to everyone who came through it, a pretty
substantial crowd as it turned out, complete with Ted
and his family from New York.
Some forty people , four
generations in some cases, were being told one after
another that this Christmas dinner was go ing to come up
short by one essential element. It was unthinkable.
Further reflection on family history showed me
where to turn . In the 'twenties the large group o[
cousins, influenced by the Seckatary Hawkins books, had
split into two gangs, divided mostly between older
siblings and their rebe ll ious juniors. The older , the
Highlanders , were all for responsibility a nd
sportsmanship. The younger, the Pelhamers - at a
disadvantage in both rank and size - relied on daring
and gamesmanship. This was a Pelhamer situation if
ever there was one, and the Ar ch Pelhamer was there, my
cousin Jack.
I sought him out at once and told him what his
mother had told me.
She had told him the same thing.
It being clear that she was in earnest, we evolved a
plan. When people had begun to mill about after
dessert, Jack would arrange for Sis to be distracted so
I could slip out and get the was hrags . He agreed to
deflect his sister's wrath from me by throwing the
first soaker himself.
In fact, he relished the idea
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with a boyish glee as welcome to me as it might have
been unseemly in any other brother.
The moment arrived. Trusted confederates had
sequestered Sis in a remote corner of the dining room,
while a couple of others had quietly met me in the back
hall to collect and distribute my trove from the attic.
Jack was standing in the front hall, selecting a target
for the opening shot, when the low hubbub of afterdinner conversation was drowned by a firm contralto
utterance from the overhanging balcony.
It was Aunt
Bernice, who had apparently tracked those preparations
she knew must be underway.
"Jack Wadsworth, if you throw that washrag you
have behind your back, I shall be forced to empty this
cup of water on your head."
Admonishing his own children to honor their
mother, Jack threw the washrag at his, a near miss.
Aunt Bernice scored a direct hit .
A cry from the dining room.
to be a washrag fight!"

"There is not going

Consider. There was ammunition allover the
living room.
Yet everyone was aware that Aunt Bernice
was not well, and Sis' cry hung in the air. Would the
troops, mindful of the matriarch's ill health, go with
the dutiful daughter and lay down their arms? Or would
they, qiven the apparent collusion of his mother, side
with the wayward son?

A parallel. When I was an undergraduate in the
hinterland of New Jersey, we had a cheer we used only
to taunt bulldogs. Waving hankies not for God and
country - let alone for their alma mater - we would
chant, "Hate Yale! Hate Yale! Hate Yale!" But one
year, at the Friday night pep rally before the biennial
journey to the Bowl, our cheerleaders came at us with
their message:
"The Administration.
"Interruption
for boos.
"The administration have decided that 'Hate
Yale' is unseemly, ungentlemanly, and unsportsmanlike ."
More boos.
"But we have a new cheer they've okayed.
'Despise Elis.'
So, now, guys, 'On three Despise
Elis."
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"One!"
"Two! "
"Three!"
"Hate Yale!"
One mob is a lot like another, and some explosions
are inevitable.
Indeed, there is no farting against
thunder.
The ensuing fracas, our battle of the
Argonne, featured the longest and most energetic
bombardment of its kind in recorded history . It left
us as limp as the wash cloths, which, for once , no one
gathered up to end the fray, but wh ic h we simply left
where they had fallen, or hung, or clung when the
action petered out.
A grand fight, indeed, but it was to be the last
for Aunt Bernice. By the n ext Thanksgiving, she was so
feeble she could not even come to the dinner, and it
was clear to all, herself included, that she would not
last more than another few months.
Shortly before
Christmas that year, my wife and I paid her a visit,
bearing a gift that allowed us to take our leave amid
pc~lo of life-affirming laughter:
under the seasonal
wrapping, in a Ziploc bag, was her very own monogrammed
wet washrag.
Coda
(Note, please, that this term was already in my
word processor when Young Langsam used it a few weeks
back.
It's getting harder and harder around here to do
something that doesn't provoke this audience to say,
"Been there, done that.")
Anyway .
On a large island in our Canad ian Lake stands
Bigwin Inn, an old summer hotel, now turned i nto
condos, that looks as if it had been meant for Catalina
and had landed in the North Woods by mistake.
During
my teens in the 'fifties, the Saturday night dance was
still the place to be, yet Bigwin was even then a
nostalgia trip. Two or three times a summer a group of
us would hire an old wooden launch for the ten -mile
cruise back to the 'twenties and 'thirties, when guys
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wore blazers and doeskin trousers to dance to a big
band with dates in evening clothes.
The highlights of these trips were two:
the
return launch trip by moonlight and an expedition to
The Tower.
Its base more than two hundred fifty feet
above the lake, the tower rises another sixty feet or
so.
It is climbed by a rickety, cantilevered wooden
stair that spirals around the walls of its open
interior.
There are only two windows on the way up,
which, with the open hatch at the top and the door at
the bottom, let in precious little light, even with a
full moon. All to the good, of course, since the
principal aim of the climb was not to enjoy the view
from the top, grand as that is, but to frighten the
girls, who nearly always obliged with gratifying gasps,
squeals, and screams, especially when there were bats.
This was the case, at least, the first couple of
summers I went to the dance . Then came a change that
made the whole adventure just that little bit more
intriguing.
The grounds and covered walkways of the
hotel had always been dotted with signs - in P.T.
Bridgeport style, with pointing hands - saying "This
Way to the Tower," "This Way to the Tower." But
starting with one excursion in about 1953, the last
sign in the series, prominently lit, shouted, "THE

TOWER HAS BEEN CONDEMNED."
Ridiculous. Nothing about the tower had changed
one jot from the previous summer, nor has it to this
day.
I was last up there myself just a few weeks ago,
albeit by daylight, and I can attest that the same two
steps are missing now that were missing in 1951.
Ridiculous, but not surprising.
The owners really
meant, "Climb the tower at your own risk.
If you get
hurt, we won't pay." Signs like that abound,
disclaimers whose surface implications don't
necessarily square with the facts .
. Ta~e the opening of Anna Karenina:
"Every happy
famlly lS the same.
Every unhappy family is unhappy in
its own way." Finding this statement on top of a novel
several hundred pages long, we know what the narrator
really means.
He wouldn't think of boring us over such
a length.
This is an ironclad promise to dole out huge

1
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]
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draughts of fascinating misery. And, right enoug~, the
Karenina family's lot is not a happy one. Trut h ln
advertising, to be sure. Yet, ~hi~ e this,may serve the
author's purpose, I'm not certaln lt's fal~hful,t o,
experience. Even a happy family can be qulrky ln lts
own way.
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Frankincense and Myrrh.
(Read by David Reichert)
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Three Incidents.
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. Martin B. Macht
. Rollin W. Workman

The Faint Light of a Million
Stars.
. Anthony G. Covatta
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Frankincense and Myrrh
Although incense has played an important role in
the rituals of almost all ancient cults, comparatively
little was known concerning the ingredients and the
properties of biblical incense until David Macht, my
father, rublished a book in 1928 entitled The Holy
Incense.

1
David I. Macht, The Holy Incense, A Botanical
Pharmacological Psychological and Archaeological
Appreciation of The Bible. Baltimore . Waver ly Press,
Inc. 1928.

